
                                                 Inference Work              __________________

Read each passage carefully.  
Underline any evidence or details that will help you make your inference.
Use the graphic organizer to record your questions, evidence, and inferences.

1. At the track meet, Zack's best event was starting.  He got into position and
waited for the starting gun.  After a running start, he leaped high.  After a 
few more steps, he leaped again.  He kept doing this throughout the race. 
Then he stopped leaping and he ran as fast as he could to the finish line.

                       - What was Zack's event?

2.  We sat at our window and watched a bird gather sticks.  He flew with 
the sticks to a tree.  He came back to get dead grass and twigs.

                        -What was the bird doing?

3.  A mother had driven her three small children to a grassy field for a 
picnic.  They had a great day and enjoyed a terrific meal.  When it was time 
to get in the car, though, the mother became very worried and began 
searching through the grass.

                    - What was the mother looking for?

4.  Mr. Jones enjoys driving his car very fast.  As he drove along, Mr. Jones 
passed a police officer.  The police car pulled out behind Mr. Jones with its 
siren blaring and lights flashing.

                   -What will happen to Mr. Jones next?

5. Phillip looked at a pile of pieces on the table.  He separated the ones with a
straight edge into one pile.  He put the others into a box.  After he had 
moved around the pieces for a little while, the edges joined to make a 
rectangular shape.
                           - What is Phillip doing?

       



         Question    Evidence/Support      My Inference



                                            Inference Work Answer Key

Read each passage carefully.  
Underline any evidence or details that will help you make your inference.
Use the graphic organizer to record your questions, evidence, and inferences.

1.At the track meet, Zack's best event was starting.  He got into position 
and waited for the starting gun.  After a running start, he leaped high.  
After a few more steps, he leaped again.  He kept doing this throughout the
race. Then he stopped leaping and he ran as fast as he could to the finish 
line.

                       - What was Zack's event?

2. We sat at our window and watched a bird gather sticks.  He flew with 
the sticks to a tree.  He came back to get dead grass and twigs.

                        -What was the bird doing?

3.  A mother had driven her three small children to a grassy field for a 
picnic.  They had a great day and enjoyed a terrific meal.  When it was time 
to get in the car, though, the mother became very worried and began 
searching through the grass.

                    - What was the mother looking for?

4.  Mr. Jones enjoys driving his car very fast.  As he drove along, Mr. Jones 
passed a police officer.  The police car pulled out behind Mr. Jones with its 
siren blaring and lights flashing.

                   -What will happen to Mr. Jones next?

5. Phillip looked at a pile of pieces on the table.  He separated the ones with a
straight edge into one pile.  He put the others into a box.  After he had 
moved around the pieces for a little while, the edges joined to make a 
rectangular shape.
                           - What is Phillip doing?

       



                                               (Sample Answers)

         Question    Evidence/Support      My Inference

1.  What was Zack's
    event?

He leaped high.  He 
took a few steps and 
leaped again.  He went 
as fast as he could.

Zack was racing and 
jumping over hurdles.

2.  What was the bird 
    doing?

The bird gathered 
sticks, dead grass, and
twigs and took them to
a tree.

The bird was building a
nest.

3.  What was the  
    mother looking for?

The mother drove to the 
field for the picnic.  The 
mother was worried and 
searching through the 
grass when it was time to 
go.

The mother was 
looking for her car 
keys.

4.  What will happen to
     Mr. Jones next?

Mr. Jones likes to drive 
fast. The police car pulled
out with its siren blasting 
and lights flashing.

Mr. Jones will get a 
ticket for speeding.

5.  What is Phillip
      doing?

Phillip had pieces on a 
table.  He separated 
straight edges.  When he 
finished, the edges joined
to make a rectangular 
shape.

Phillip is doing a 
puzzle.


